Problem Statement

Team NVC found a need to create an environment for passionate engineers of all fields to upload showcases of their work.

Objectives

This product will serve as a means of inspiration for users viewing content, as well as a professional portfolio for uploaders to reference in their resumes.

Why?

The field of engineering is full of creative ideas and clever implementations. It is Team NVC’s goal to bring these ideas and implementations to people all over the globe in a visual manner. It also helps employers see the work their prospective employees have done and also allows for proud engineers to show their talent.
Major Features

Completely user driven, Engineering Gallery allows for posting of files that showcase the creations of engineers from various fields by users that have an account on the site. Users can also view and comment on creations, allowing for community feedback that can help improve projects or endorse them. Users can customize the types of posts they want to see based on what kind of preferences they have, also by engineering field through the use of tags. User profiles and posts can also be made private, with whitelisted users being able to view these private posts. Users can private message each other to discuss projects, or job opportunities, making Engineering Gallery a great platform for engineers to use.